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Crude Oil 

 Estimated: A loss of 3.8 million barrels and refinery runs unchanged. 
 Actual: A loss of 6.5 million barrels and refinery runs 0.7% higher. 
 The US House cleared the tax bill by a 227-203 vote, sending it to the Senate where it was approved early today. 

Another House vote will have to be taken today because two provisions violated the Byrd Rule, which are being 
addressed. 

 Per Goldman Sachs, they expect global inventories to be rebalanced by mid-2018 and for OPEC/Russian crude 
production to gradually increase in the latter part of the year. Which suggests the approximate June 2018 OPEC 
meeting should have some significant outcomes.  

 Much focus is being put on the WCS/WTI differential with crude being backed up in Alberta due to rail constraints 
and the aftereffects of the downed Keystone pipeline in November. Nebraska regulators in November approved 
a longer, costlier route for the 830,000 bpd Keystone XL pipeline. TransCanada appealed to change the route to 
its preferred path. Yesterday Nebraska denied that appeal. 

 China’s crude oil imports for the first 11 months of 2017 has been about 8.44 million barrels per day (bpd) which 
is a 950,000 bpd increase over the same period from the previous year. Considering a lot of this was used to fill 
its strategic storages, this more than 12% gain does not seem likely again in 2018 but if is even near such levels 
will have a strong influence on global supply-demand balance. 

 A piece that had to be fabricated is on its way to the Forties pipeline to repair it. Ineos, the pipeline operator, said 
the timeframe for the fix remained two to four weeks starting from December 11. 

 A ballistic missile fired from Yemen was intercepted by a Patriot missile over Riyadh. A Burkan H2 ballistic missile 
was said to be targeting the al-Yamama palace where a meeting was taking place. The palace is the main 
headquarters of the king’s office and the royal court. Saudi Arabia said the attack proved involvement of Iran.  

 Saudi Arabia revealed a record $261 billion budget. 
 The US is asking the UN Security Council to blacklist 10 ships for circumventing sanctions on North Korea. The 

ships had been conducting ship-to-ship transfers of refined products to North Korean vessels or transporting 
North Korean coal in violation of sanctions. 

 Enbridge will ration space on its Mainline pipeline, which ships heavy crude oil to the US, suggesting tighter 
pipeline capacities in January, which could lead to further back up of heavy crude in Alberta. 

 According to Pavel Fedorov, the first vice-president of Russia’s largest oil producer Rosneft, they are not ruling 
out the possibility of extending the deal (by OPEC and other large oil producers) that is currently curbing crude 
output until the end of 2018. The next review for this plan is slated for June.  

 Europe’s largest refinery, Rotterdam’s Pernis refinery (404,000 bpd), is starting back up after being down for 
maintenance since October.  
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Diesel 

 Estimated: A loss of 0.9 million barrels. 
 Actual: A build of 0.8 million barrels.  
 Demand lowered 10.4%  
 A strong demand profile for distillate could keep regional basis levels above 5-year averages.  
 Energy Aspects points to diesel tightness in Europe emanating from run cuts due to the Forties pipeline outage 

while also pointing to refinery maintenance in the Middle East and India. 
 The new North West Redwater Sturgeon refinery near Edmonton began making diesel fuel in recent weeks. The 

refinery in its first phase can process 80,000 bpd while it continues to construct two heavy crude units. Low-
sulfur gasoil and condensate is also being produced. 

Gasoline 

 Estimated: A build of 1.9 million barrels. 
 Actual: A build of 1.2 million barrels. 
 Demand rose 3.7%  
 After a malfunction last week, production at ExxonMobil’s 238,600 bpd refinery in Joliet, Illinois has been 

reduced. The refinery’s 230,000 bpd distillation unit malfunctioned on December 13 and could run at reduced 
rates through much of January. This issue has contributed to a 10.75 cent increase in Chicago gasoline basis from 
last week. 

Propane 

 Estimated: A loss of 1.17 million barrels. 
 Actual: A loss of 3.3 million barrels. 
 5 year average for week is a loss of 2.14 million barrels. 



 

  


